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Lausanne railway station
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Train passenger volume over a day
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Figure: Travel survey data (2013)
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Pedestrian movements on January 16, 2013
9 / 22Animation: https://youtu.be/HHMXTJlQlkY
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Pedestrian demand estimation: Illustration
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Lausanne railway station: Pedestrian network
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Flow map of Lausanne railway station (2013)
Figure: 7:40–7:41
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Figure: 7:46–7:47
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Flow map of Lausanne railway station (2013)
Figure: 7:47–7:48
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Average OD demand in Lausanne railway station
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• peak period: 7:30 – 8:00
• origin of streams
– train platforms
– city/metro/bus
– shops
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Level-of-service
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Level-of-service assessment: Example
Figure: Pedestrian Underpass West, Lausanne railway station
17 / 22c⃝CFF, Sandro Campardo
Level-of-service assessment: Example
• PU West, Lausanne
• January 22, 2013, 07:40 – 07:46
LOS [#/m2]
A < 0.179
B < 0.270
C < 0.455
D < 0.714
E < 1.333
F ≥ 1.333
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17 / 22Animation: http://youtu.be/16_MkoF70Hc
P d strian traﬃc as ignment: PU West
pedestrian dem d as recorded on
January 22, 2013
• calibrated traﬃc assignment model
• accurate prediction of travel times,
flows and densities
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Crowd management: Gating I
Crowd management: Gating II
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRm1W9g54xg
Crowd management: Load balancing I
(a) 7:44–7:45
(b) 7:47–7:48
control variables:
• train timetable
• train-track assignment
• train stop position
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Crowd management: Load balancing II
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2PcgDt4cFs
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